GRADE 2: Monday 5 October

Notes for today: Please remember to complete our daily check-in form:
https://forms.gle/vKJ3ZFjbCe5iLUot9

READING

WRITING

MATHS

INQUIRY/OTHER

Task

Task

Task

Task

Focus: Inferencing

Focus: Writing a recount

Focus: Place Value

Focus: Self-Care

Inferencing is when we use the information
we have been given in a text to draw
conclusions. Writers do not always give us
every detail and sometimes we have to work
out an answer on our own, based on the
clues given.

Activity:
Think about the interesting and fun things
you did on the holidays. Write a recount
including details about your holidays. Make
sure you include who, what, when, where,
why, how”, as well as adjectives (describing
words), so your writing is detailed and
interesting for the reader.

Activity:
Set a timer for 3 minutes and….

Self-Care is about doing things to keep you
mentally and physically healthy.

On a strip/piece of paper.
1. Start at 8 and count by 10s as far as you
can go.
2. Start at 4 and count by 100s as far as you
can go.

What we eat, our physical activity and our
sleep can all impact on our mental and
physical health.

th

Activity 1:
Read the text below (Mark’s Birthday) and
answer the questions.
Activity 2:
Read independently for 20 minutes.

Ensure you focus on capital letters, full stops,
spelling, using spaces between words,
paragraphs (if this is your goal) and ensure
you RE-READ your writing to check it makes
sense.

On another strip of paper:
1. Start at 653 and count back by 10 as far as
you can go.
2. Start at 999 and count back by 100 as far
as you can go.
Check your answers with a calculator (can be
on an iPad or computer too!). You can do this
by typing in the starting number and adding
or subtracting the number each time and
pressing the ‘=’ button.

Exercise
Regular exercise helps:
- reduce the risk of diseases
- increase concentration
- increase confidence
- improve mood
- improve sleep
Sleep
Watch: https://youtu.be/_aAmaCeq9v4
Sleeping 8-10 hours each night can help:
- improve your mood
- give your brain and other muscles a rest
- improve concentration
Nutrition
Watch: https://youtu.be/mMHVEFWNLMc
What we eat is important for our health.
Eating healthy can help:
- with growth
- reduce the risk of diseases
- your immune system (what keeps you well)
- energy and concentration
Look at the three posters below for more
information.

Activity:
Make a poster to show why self-care is
important and how you can improve your
self-care. Also include ways you can improve
your nutrition, exercise and sleep.
Make sure you use pictures and your
handwriting is big and easy to read!

Too hard?

Too hard?

Too hard?

Complete inferencing task below (Katie).

Make sure you include who, what and where
in your recount.

1. Start at zero and count forwards by 10s to
150.
2. Count backwards from 50.

Too easy?

Too easy?

Too easy?

Complete inferencing task below (Jalisa).
Clarify any new words you come across as
you read (e.g. flapjacks, steaming, reveal,
beamed

Look over your recount. What else can you
add? Try to add interesting adjectives and
verbs.

Count by 5s starting at 2.

Don’t have a printer?

Don’t have _________?

Don’t have _________?

Write your answers in your workbook or on a
Word document. Make sure you have a
heading.

Too hard?

Too easy?

Don’t have _________?

Mark’s Birthday

Jalisa

Katie

